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Abstract
Research on neighborhood context has employed a number of methods to audit variables and
behaviors of interest, ranging from “windshield” assessments to on-foot raters with clipboards.
This brief report introduces a novel approach to systematic social observation (SSO) using
bicycles, and describes the strengths and challenges of this methodology. As part of a larger
study in New York City examining the health effects of racism among African Americans, we
sought to assess physical infrastructure and urban design. We did so by mounting high definition
sports cameras to bicycles and filming the built environment while riding. This method
rendered a high volume of data capture in a relatively short time; we filmed a total of 1120 face
blocks between June and August 2010. We contend that a bicycle-based SSO can be a
promising method for neighborhood assessments, as it allows for a broad snapshot of
infrastructural features that are less easily assessed by raters at street-level.
Keywords: Systematic social observation, SSO, neighborhood, audit, methodology, urban,
disorder
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Systematic social observation by bicycle: A new methodology for neighborhood assessment
As research on neighborhood effects on health has grown, so too have the methods
employed. Recent reviews of studies employing systematic social observation (SSO)
demonstrate the diversity of commonly used methodologies (Schaefer-McDaniel, O’Brien
Caughy, O’Campo, & Gearey, 2010), and suggest that formative research is needed to develop
SSO tools and the methodology itself (Schaefer-McDaniel, Dunn, Minian, & Katz, 2010). In
this paper we discuss work in progress, in which we introduce a new method for conducting SSO
using bicycles.
The SSO was conducted as part of a larger study investigating the health effects of racism
among African Americans. In addition to self-reports about personally-mediated racism (Jones,
2002), the study investigates less visible and easily articulable insults in the form of
neighborhood resources, physical disamenties and urban design. Many SSO studies investigate
physical disorder, but we focused on broader material conditions that may act as stressors and are
important in defining perceptions of place. Such characteristics include hardened and visually
threatening landscapes borne out of the criminalization of neighborhood residents. For example,
the heavily fenced structures (see Figure 1), razor wire, and bulletproof glass that constitute
fortification (Vergara, 1997), or a “siege-ready environment,” demean communities and cause
stress (Cannuscio et al., 2009). Urban design factors such as the visual richness of a place also
affect health through physical activity (Ewing, Clemente, Handy, Brownson, & Winston, 2005,
p. 6), but perhaps also by signaling municipal and private actors’ investment in neighborhood
aesthetics. Poor urban design suggests a devaluing of place and residents and is likely to elicit
distress. Indeed, planners argue that when stores are shabby, shoppers think, “Why isn’t the
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place I love being better taken care of, do they hate me?” (Woo, TenHoor, & Rich, 2010).
In addition to fortification, we were interested in “shabby” conditions such as street
frontages with blank walls and few active uses, and decrepit and non-uniform building materials.
We are refining the operationalization of these conditions; once complete, coding will create
neighborhood exposure levels for research respondents. These exposures will be analyzed
concomitantly with self-reports of personally-mediated racism as health determinants.
Method
Geography
The study areas were the neighborhoods of Central Harlem (approximately 1.3 sq. miles)
in the borough of Manhattan; and Bedford-Stuyvesant (approximately 1.8 sq. miles) in the
borough of Brooklyn, New York City (NYC). Both neighborhoods have moderate to high
population density with residential, commercial, and mixed-use streets, and a mix of housing
types. As in the Project on Human Development in Chicago Neighborhoods, we defined a block
face as both sides of a street segment, and a face block as one side of the street (Sampson &
Raudenbush, 1999). We filmed approximately 75% of face blocks in the two neighborhoods.
Materials
We used wearable performance/sports cameras, which were mounted to bicycles.
Initially, we used the GoPro standard definition USB camera. This camera shot at a 170° wide
angle at 512x384 pixels (Woodman Labs, 2010), used 2 AAA lithium batteries. Video quality
was solid, but battery life made it impractical, as did a relatively short 54 minutes on a 2GB SD
card. Therefore, we switched to GoPro high definition USB cameras, which contain an 1100
mAh lithium-ion camera battery, reaching 80% capacity by outlet (1 hr) or by USB port (2 hrs).
The camera shoots 2.5 hrs of video per charge, and has a waterproof housing. The total
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dimensions including the housing are 1.6" height x 2.4" width x 1.2 depth" (42mm x 60mm x 30
mm) and the total weight is 5.9 oz. (167g). We mounted the camera at the most distal edge of
the handlebar and shot at 960p, which provides 170° wide angle of view and a 4:3 aspect ratio.
Procedure
For safety and because we were interested in time-invariant characteristics of sidewalks,
building facades, street furniture, and other infrastructure, we restricted our SSO to daytime
hours. Additionally, in order to obtain an unobstructed view, we scheduled the SSO during street
cleaning hours, when car parking on one side of the street is prohibited. We used the NYC
Department of Transportation traffic sign database, STATUS (New York City Department of
Transportation, 2010) to compile street cleaning times (ranging from morning to early afternoon)
for each street segment.
Training.
Before filming, staff completed extensive training before commencing the audit. The
training and filming took place over the course of summer months (June through August) in
2010. Although all staff knew how to ride a bicycle, some were more frequent or experienced
riders than others. Bicycle training began with a brief clinic in which NOK, an avid cyclist, gave
an in-person tutorial on bicycle structure, riding technique, comfort and attire, riding on NYC
streets, and hazards. Staff then completed several training rides, first in a controlled environment
(Prospect Park, Brooklyn), and then on NYC streets both in the target neighborhoods and
surrounding areas in Brooklyn and Manhattan. Staff was then trained to use the camera and to
conduct research in public settings.
Filming.
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Filming followed a standardized protocol. We mounted cameras in discreet locations,
typically 25-50 feet from the corner, or in front of closed retail stores. After pressing the camera
shutter, we displayed a pre-printed, laminated index card to the camera lens to document street
information in the video for future coding. We noted: the name and directional side of the street
being filmed; the first and last cross streets indicated by the street cleaning schedule; and the day,
date, and street cleaning time segment (e.g., 9-10:30 am). We rode at a speed of 5-7 mph,
approximately 3 feet (.91m) from the curb, in the space where cars normally parked. At
intersections, riders briefly flashed the palm of their hand in front of the camera to demarcate
blocks. At the end of a given segment to be filmed, we also displayed the back of the white
index card to indicate the end of the video segment.
Strengths and challenges of SSO by bicycle
A primary strength of bicycle-SSO is the ability to capture high resolution imagery of
neighborhoods (Figure 2) in a relatively short amount of time. As with all video-SSO
approaches, coding takes place in the lab under controlled conditions. In comparison to filming
by car, bicycles are less intrusive when moving down city streets at very slow speeds, and
present a greener solution with no gasoline. Bicycle-SSO also allows much faster progress than
walking, and is less likely to alter phenomena by virtue of observing it, as may occur with
pedestrian raters with clipboards (Schaefer-McDaniel, Dunn, et al., 2010). Finally, lone raters in
unfamiliar, isolated, or abandoned areas can raise safety concerns (Schaefer-McDaniel, Dunn, et
al., 2010), but bicycle-SSO staff can move quickly out of an area if circumstances appear unsafe.
Remote coding with Google Street View (Google maps, 2011) is a promising methodology for
auditing certain neighborhood features (Badland, Opit, Witten, Kearns, & Mavoa, 2010; Rundle,
Bader, Richards, Neckerman, & Teitler, 2011), but the QuickTime™ videos we generated are
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easier and quicker to manipulate, have a known and consistent film date, and consistent
resolution. Additionally, bicycling provides a unique vantage point from which to broadly
observe neighborhoods. Researchers can experience of the sights, sounds, and “vibes” of an area
by cycling at slow speeds, gaining more vibrant impressions of communities than is possible
remotely by. For example, one of us (NTS) frequently overheard conversations among Black
men about difficulties finding employment.
There were some challenges to using this method. Environmental challenges obstructed
the camera view, impaired camera steadiness or compromised data collection logistics. For
example, although we filmed only during street cleaning times, on several occasions, some
remaining parked cars blocked building facades—indeed, some were unmovable due to a car
boot on a rear wheel. Temporary obstructions like garbage trucks were also present. Road
condition was at times problematic. Rough asphalt caused unsteady or shaky video, and glass,
and potholes created barriers that precluded the ideal proximity to the curb. Motorists also
presented challenges by driving dangerously or aggressively, creating stress for riders. Finally,
street cleaning times in the NYC database did not always match street signs, resulting in wasted
trips. Travel time can be a critical issue for in-person neighborhood audits (Rundle et al., 2011).
Technological challenges were those related to shortcomings of the camera or bicycle.
Although the extreme wide angle of the camera allowed quite a broad field of vision, it also
created fish-eye effects in some videos that were more pronounced at certain distances from the
curb. We used sturdy hybrid bicycles that provided a comfortable and rigorous machine for city
streets. However, despite generous gearing, the bicycle weight at times made for awkward
riding, particularly uphill. Still, the topography of NYC lends much fewer challenges than might
very hilly cities. Similarly, although cycling on NYC streets can be a nerve-wracking
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experience, most street sizes are relatively easy to navigate, and over the years NYC has become
increasingly “bike-friendly”. But employing our methodology in highly auto-centrically
designed cities or suburban areas with enormous roads and high-speed traffic would be
impossible for all but the most doughty cyclists, or simply unsafe.
Other challenges include the potential for staff to become fatigued or demoralized by hot
and humid weather (Schaefer-McDaniel, Dunn, et al., 2010) although our staff found cycling in
the summertime to be a quite enjoyable way to conduct research. The possibility also exists of
staff falling off bicycles (one of ours did, but was not seriously hurt), flat tires (we were lucky to
escape those), more serious damage to the bicycle, or bicycle theft. Even before beginning
filming, a preemptory challenge may be acquiring the bicycles at all. Some stores would not
accept a purchase order from a university, only credit cards or cash. Once we identified an
amenable store, we found that the purchasing office at our institution was skeptical about using
grant funds to purchase bicycles, and we therefore faced significant delays in obtaining them.
Employing bicycle-based SSO comes with many of the same issues as other forms, one
of which is resident suspicion. Because cyclists are numerous in our study areas, we were not
necessarily conspicuous as we rode. And although the camera size invited little scrutiny, they
were visible and many residents did notice them, generally without comment. Others wished to
discuss how they might begin cycling. One resident confronted one of our research members
about whether our activity was part of a project intended to displace area residents. After the
research assistant allayed his concerns and explained the goals of the project, the resident
apologized and continued walking. Researchers should be prepared for frank discussions with
residents about research goals in the context of extant tensions in the community. Our staff
carried a letter detailing the project goals and the Principal Investigator’s contact information.
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We explicitly stated that were not studying people and had no way to identify passersby. We did
not observe any illegal activity or ethically questionable incidents, but as with other SSO
methods, research teams should have clear guidelines about legal responsibilities in naturalistic
observations (e.g., reporting suspected child abuse, (Schaefer-McDaniel, Dunn, et al., 2010)).
In conclusion, we believe bicycle-based SSO can be a useful tool in neighborhood audits.
Still, photographic documentation does not provide an unambiguous record of neighborhood
context; it records a certain point in time with a continuously shifting frame (Cannuscio et al.,
2009). An important concern is the potential for the resulting data to misrepresent and stigmatize
communities, particularly if no actionable message comes from the research (SchaeferMcDaniel, Dunn, et al., 2010). This is particularly true for Black neighborhoods, which are
often depicted as reservations of vice and moral bankruptcy. It would therefore be problematic
to enumerate a litany of unactionable negative characteristics about physical infrastructure.
Pattillo (Pattillo, 2009) cogently outlines the dilemma: “All of us who study disadvantaged
people and places want to use the strongest language possible in order to powerfully show the
human consequences of policy assaults and neglect. But how do we name the phenomenon
without ourselves repeating the stigmatizing labels that further fuel the cycle of disregard?” (p.
859). Although there is no simple answer, the solution lies in part in articulating the actors and
processes responsible for neighborhood conditions.
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Figure Caption
Figure 1. Fortification of a Social Security Administration building results in the appearance of
a carceral institution.
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Figure Caption
Figure 2. A screenshot of video footage obtained while filming building façades.
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